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Abstract (3 f?’

“&&S
A description is given for a low-mass, rotating target wheel to be used within the Gammasphere target ~mb~ @
system was developed for experiments employing high beam currents in order to extend lifetimes of tar- usI& Io&~
melting point target material. The design is based on a previously successful implementation of rotating target wheels for
the Argonne Positron Experiment (APEX) as well as the Fragment Mass Anatyser (FMA) at ATLAS (Argonne Tandem Linac
Accelerator System). A brief history of these rotating target wheel systems is given as well as a discussion on target
preparation and performance.

. .. INTRODUCTION

In order to obtain the highest possible beam currents per
experimental demands, target rotation has been employed as
a way to increase target lifetime. Also, in cases of low-
melting point target materials, rotating the target in the
beam ailows for increased heat dissipation, thus lowering
loss of the target material. Rotating target wheels have been
in use at ATLAS (Argome Tandem Linac Accelerator
System) for some time [1]. Various sizes and rotation
schemes have been employe~ each presenting new demands
upon target preparation and mounting.

We will describe here a new, low-mass, rotating target
wheel system for use within the Garnmasphere target
chamber. The design is based on a previously successful
implementation of rotating target wheels for the Argonne
Positron Experiment (APEX) as well as for the Fragment
Mass Analyser (FMA).

CHRONOLOGY OF THE DESIGN -
THE APEX TARGET WHEEL

The design of the Gammasphere target wheel is based
directly on the original design used in the APEX experiment
[2] with some modifications and improvements. Although a
discussion of this target wheel is presented elsewhere [3], a
short description is given here as many of the details of the
present system are identical.

The APEX target wheel system consists of a stepper
motor and shaft enceder located outside the vacuum charntxr
and coupled to the target wheel using a vertical drive shaft.
The target wheel is comprised of a four quadrant frames made

from 0.09 cm thick G-IO fiberglass making up a wheel of 5
cm in diameter. The target frame has a rounded trapezoic&l-
shaped aperture of approximately 2.62 cm2 in area. A small
slot in the comer of each frame allows it to slide into
position on the hub where it is attached with a small screw.
The APEX target wheel is able to rotate targets at a speed of
750 rpm. The system provides easy access for rapid target
changes using a vacuum interlock.

The stepper motor controller is programmable in orckr
to ramp up to full speed sufilciently slowly so as to avoid
sudden accelerations which could rupture the targets. ‘he
output of the absolute shaft encoder is a 10-bit binary
number (1024 channels). The encoder is read out by a
CAMAC module designed and built at Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL). This module provides two main
functions. It produces a signal which triggers an
electrostatic deflector [4] which sweeps the beam onto a slit
in oder to avoid hitting the target wheel spokes. The
location of the spokes is stored in non-volatile memory. In
addition, it also presents the position of the target wheel
(obtained from the encoder) to the data acquisition system.

FMA ROTATING TARGET SYSTEMS

Four different rotating target schemes, including a
modifkd version of the APEX target system, have been in
use at the FMA within the gamma-ray target chamber [5].
This wheel uses four APEX type target frames. Target
rotation is accomplished by a small DC motor drive and
ferrofluidic fedh.rough. As before, the motor drive also is
connected to a digital shaft encoder, the output of which can
be programmed to sweep off the beam to avoid bombarding
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the spokes. This assembly was operated successfully up to

[000 rpm for physics experiments at the FMA.

GAMMASPHERE TARGET WHEEL

Motor Drive System

The overriding design constraint for the GammaSphere
target wheel is to minimize the mass of the drive system
within the target chamber. This is necessary to avoid
absorption of the gamma-rays being produced in the target
and &tected in the array. Figure 1 shows a photograph
detailing the drive components within the chamber.

FIGURE 1. Photograph of the target wheel drive within
Gammasphere target chamber.

the

Rotation is accomplished by a motor driven shaft with the
DC motor drive and enccder being located outside the
vacuum chamber. The stainless steel shaft engages a two-
gear drive system making an angle of 64° to the horizontal.
The gears are made of aluminum and delrin. An aluminum
hub and bracke~ which can be disengaged from the drive
system, holds the four-sector target wheel. This installed
wheel system has been used in the stationary mode as well
as at speeds of 300 rpm. With the beam sweeping activated
to avoid the spokes, the duty factor for beam on target is
approximately 80%. Figure 2 presents a plot of encoder
position vs. gamma and particle events for an experiment
employing 400 ~g/cm2 20*Pbtargets on carbon backings.
The spoke structure and beam sweeping is readily apparent.

An additional consideration is the construction of the
drive mechanism to rotate the wheel and mate with the target
chamber once the GammaSphere array is in the closed
position. There are four pentagonal openings l~ated around
the meridian comprising the bisected sphere halves. Two of
these openings comprise the beam line. The third allows for
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FIGURE 2. Plots of encoder position vs. events for a rotating

target wheel consisting of 400 pg/cmz ‘Pb on 8 ~g/cmz carbon

backings. The upper histogram shows encoder position vs.
total Gammasphere trigger events (gamma-rays). The lower
histogram shows encoder position vs. FMA focal plane detector
trigger events (particles).

the pedestal supporting the target chamber. The remaining
accessible opening is used for the direct drive motor am3
encoder position readout module support structure. These
are mounted on a series of concentrically smaller and smaller
disks and a nested framework, finally mating with the
vacuum chamber. Outside of the closed sphere, the upper
end of the drive assembly is supported by a bracket to the
overhead cable tray.

Target Prduction and Pe~onnance

The target wheels prepared for GammaSphere experiments
ase identical to those used for APEX [6], described above,
except the frames are now made from 0.09 cm aluminum.
Targets can be easily replaced once the chamber is vented to
atmosphere and the cover removed by either disengaging the
hub or, as has been the practice, by dismounting and
remounting one quadrant sector at a time in situ.

As this rotating target system has ordy recently been
developd there have only been a few preliminary
applications to date employing target wheels. Table 1 lists
target wheels produced for these FMA/Gammasphere
experiments. A recent experiment [7] involved moderate
intensity, ( 5 pnA) aCa beams of 216 MeV beam energy
and used 3004)0 pg/cmz 20sPbtargets on 8 pg/cmz carbon
backings, similar to those employed previously for
measurements using APEX [8]. Many such wheels wem
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Ti&LE L Target wheels produced for FMA/Gammasphere experiments

Target Thickness (~g/cm2) Backing Foil Thickness (~g/cm 2, Number of Wheels Prepared
iiB nom 1400 Ta 250jlm [

209Bi 400 c 40 ~
I2C 50 I
FeS 156 c 35 1

62Ni nom 1000 ~
208pb 300 c 40 2

300 c 42 2
400 c nom 8 5
400 c 40 5
500 c 7 7
600 c 40 4
1000 c 7 1

124sn nom 500 c 40
9%

4
nom 700 1

,

- prepared for these extenckxi runs. The lead targets performed

- well iinder beam expcsure, only having to be Eplaced
approximately once every 20 hours. Figure 3 shows a

photograph of one such target after beam irradiation, the

beam stripe is clearly visible.

..’.

carried out which were not possible before. The many targets
that have been pqxired and employed using this system have
performed well in beam currents of 5 pnA, limited only by the
Gammasphere detector rates.
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FIGURE 3. Photograph of a 400 ~g/cmz ‘“Pb on 8 ~g/cmz
carbon backing wheel target after iqadiation in the ‘*Ca beam.
The width of the beam (- 3 mm) was obtained by wobbling
using steerers in the beam line.

CONCLUSION

[3]

i[4]

[5]

In conclusion, the successful implementation of a rotating [6]

target wheel system within the Garnmasphere target chamber
has made possible the use of higher beam currents on low- [7]

melting point target materials, allowing for experiments to be [8]
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